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Abstract

We study the impact of the refinement of the vertical
resolution of the martian LMD GCM on the represen-
tation of the water cycle. Results highlight the need of
a refined coupling of physical processes in the micro-
physics of water ice clouds.

1. Introduction
The martian atmosphere hosts a complex water cycle,
which is mainly controlled by strong seasonal varia-
tions and plays a key role in the radiative transfer. The
Martian Global Climate Model (GCM, see [1]) of the
LMD (Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique) re-
produces the main features of the water cycle, such as
the sublimation and condensation of the water ice tak-
ing place on the surface, but also in the atmosphere, as
water ice clouds. The representation of radiatively ac-
tive water ice clouds has particularly been improved by
recent implementations of detailed cloud microphysics
([3], [4]). These comprise the nucleation on dust parti-
cles, ice particle growth and scavenging of dust par-
ticles due to the condensation of ice. Nevertheless,
some differences with the observations are persistent.
Among these, the systematic temperature inversions
observed within night-time clouds [2], such as a lack
of water ice clouds formed at the aphelion belt, or the
too strong water vapor release in the atmosphere at the
North pole during the Northern Hemisphere Summer
([4]).

To solve these discrepancies, further studies, such
as the refinement of the horizontal resolution (1°x1°
instead of 4°x6°), and a parametrisation of sub-grid
scale clouds, have been carried out by Alizée Pottier
[5]. Athough some improvement have been obtained,
the global improvement of the simulated water cycle is
not significant considering the numerical cost of such
implementations. Moreover, recent studies have re-
vealed the importance of vertical resolution to repro-

duce night-time convection detected under water ice
clouds [2], which has been simulated by a mesoscale
model (vertical resolution of 750m) [6]. Therefore,
further investigation focuses on the refinement of the
vertical resolution of the model.

2. Refinement of the vertical reso-
lution

The standard vertical resolution adopted in the GCM is
refined near to the surface (from around 10 to 500m) in
order to properly resolve the planetary boundary layer
(PBL), however it gradually decreases from the top of
the PBL up to the top of the atmosphere. It is then
roughly of 2km around 10km altitude and 4km around
30km altitude. The comparison between results ob-
tained with the standard and a high vertical resolu-
tion, of about 800m around 10km altitude and 1.5km
around 30km altitude, reveals that a higher vertical res-
olution allows to reproduce the observed mixing lay-
ers within night-time formed water ice clouds (see Fig-
ure 1). However, this higher vertical resolution doesn’t

Figure 1: Potential temperature profiles at latitude 20◦

along the altitude above the martian aeroid at Ls=150◦,
LT=2AM obtained respectiveley with standard GCM
vertical resolution (continuous line, standard 32 verti-
cal levels) and the high vertical resolution (line with
dashes, 65 vertical levels)
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seem to significantly impact the global water cycle, in
particular it doesn’t make the polar hood thinner (not
shown here).

3. Temporal resolution
The standard temporal resolution is of 1.5 minutes for
the dynamics, of 15 minutes for the physics, and of
30 seconds for the microphysics of clouds. Another
vertical resolution, of about 500m around 10km and
650m around 30km altitude, has been studied (very
high vertical resolution, not shown here). In this case,
the temporal resolution requires to be increased to pre-
serve the numerical stability of the model. The physi-
cal timestep is reduced to 7.5 minutes, other dynamical
and microphysical timesteps being unchanged. How-
ever, simulations run with such a temporal resolution,
and with the standard vertical resolution, have revealed
that the effect of an increased physical temporal reso-
lution has much more impact on the global water cy-
cle than the increased vertical resolution (see Figures 2
and 3). This result, actually independent of the micro-
physical timestep, suggests that some significant cou-
pling between processes is not taken into account in
the microphysics of clouds.

Figure 2: Zonal mean GCM cloud opacity at 2p.m. lo-
cal time with the standard physical timestep (15 min-
utes)

4. Summary and Conclusions
An increased vertical resolution applied to the LMD
GCM has positive effects on the water cycle rea-
garding the representation of mixing layers observed
within night-time clouds. Further investigation has re-
vealed the importance of a refined coupling of micro-
physical processes involved in the water ice cloud for-
mation. The study of this coupling is under investiga-
tion and results will be presented at the conference.

Figure 3: Zonal mean GCM cloud opacity at 2p.m.
local time with a high physical timestep (7.5 minutes)
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